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1 Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is globally the leading cause of death (WHO 2014). To help a patient
with a diseased heart the best, it’s important to make an early diagnosis. With that diagnoses
you can make a decision which therapy may help the best. Looking for changes in the
deformation and strain can help to gain more insight in the progress of cardiac disease.
[1]. A method has been developped by L.C.M Bruurmijn and H.B. Kause et al. to obtain
deformation and strain of the left ventricular wall from tagging MRI: Frequency Analysis
for Deformation Estimation or FADE [2][3]. With this method the strain of the heart can
be described, but the visualization of this method throws out some information. Namely, in
this case the strain is divided in three parts: the circumferential, radial and shear strain[3].
Therefore we examine, in this project, the possibility to improve the visual representation of
strain using Reynolds Stress Tensor Glyphs[5]. This report starts with a short introduction
to tagging MRI. Then it will be explained what a tensor is followed with an explanation how
to calculate the deformation tensor and with that, the strain tensor. Finally we will explain
how we can make the Reynold Glyph and whether it’s useful to use it for cardiac strain.
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2 Tagging MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a way to make an image of the heart. With a very
strong magnetic field and radio waves, there are signals provoked in the body. A computer
can make an image of a slice of the heart with those signals. With tagging MRI, there is a
tag pattern applied to the heart. This means that in particular parts of the heart, the signal
is removed. consequently the part doesn’t give a signal anymore which results in black lines
on the image (see figure 1). The lines will follow the motion of the heart, because giving a
signal (or not) is a property of a material point and not a property of a certain place in space.
Therefore it is easy to follow the movement of the heart. In other words we can say that we
can see that the heart deforms. When there is an infarct somewhere in the heart, this part
of the tissue won’t contract which means that the tag pattern will deform less.
When the heart contracts the tag lines will become thinner and when the heart relaxes the tag
lines will become thicker. Therefore we can look at the deformation of the heart by looking
to the change of thickness of the tag lines. With the help of the deformation we can look to
the strain of the heart. With the strain we can see whether there is an infarct region in the
heart.

Figure 1: Heart with tag pattern

3 Tensors

Before we can describe how we can describe the deformation with the help of the deformation
tensor we start with some introduction on tensors.
At first V is defined as a n-dimensional vector space over R. In our case V is (a part of) the
tagging MRI image with and n=2 because we have a two-dimensional image.
Now we start with some notation:
We will use the Einstein summation convention for finite sums: Xi

i =
∑n

i=1X
i
i .

It follows that Xi
i = Xj

j . Besides that, it holds that for each basis {ei} of V and each x of V
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there is a unique collection of real numbers {xi} such that x = xiei
Before we can define the tensor we also need some definitions[4]:

Definition 1. A linear functional on V is a linear mapping from V into R. So f̂ : V → R

with f̂(λx+ µy) = λf̂(x) + µf̂(y) for all x, y ∈ V and λ, µ ∈ R

Definition 2. The dual space is the vector space of linear functionals on V : V ∗ = L (V,R)

Remark that every basis {ei} induces a basis {ê} of V ∗ as follows: if x = xiei, then,
êi(x) = xi.

Definition 3. The Kronecker delta, or Kronecker-δ is defined as:

δij =

{
1 if i = j
0 if i 6= j

A linear functional f̂ ∈ V ∗ is also called a covector or a 1-form. Also the dual space V ∗ of V
is called the covectorspace or the space for 1-forms.
From these definitions we can define a tensor:

Definition 4. A tensor is a multilinear mapping of type

T ∈ L (V ∗ × . . .× V ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
p

×V × . . .× V︸ ︷︷ ︸
q

,R), (p, q) ∈ N

We notate this as Tp
q(V ) = L (V ∗ × . . .× V ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

p

×V × . . .× V︸ ︷︷ ︸
q

,R).

So a tensor is a linear mapping form q vectors and p covectors to the real numbers.
One example of a tensor is the Kronecker tensor. To define this tensor we use, instead of the
standard function notation f̂ ∈ V ∗, the bracket formalism: 〈f̂ , ·〉 ∈ V ∗. The function can be
evaluated by dropping a vector argument x ∈ V into the empty slot: 〈f̂ ,x〉 = f̂(x) ∈ R.

Definition 5. The bilinear map 〈·, ·〉 : V ∗ × V → R : (f̂ ,x) 7→ 〈f̂ ,x〉 is called the Kronecker
tensor.

It can be seen that the Kronecker tensor is bilinear:

• ∀f̂ , ĝ ∈ V ∗,x ∈ V, λ, µ ∈ R : 〈λf̂ + µĝ,x〉 = λ〈f̂ ,x〉+ µ〈ĝ,x〉

• ∀f̂ ∈ V ∗,x,y ∈ V, λ, µ ∈ R : 〈f̂ , λx + µy〉 = λ〈f̂ ,x〉+ µ〈f̂ ,y〉

• 〈êi, ej〉 = δij

• If f̂ = fiê
i ∈ V ∗ and x = xiei ∈ V , then bilinearity of the Kronecker tensor implies

〈f̂ ,x〉 = fix
j〈êi, ej〉 = fix

jδij = fix
i.
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4 Deformation and strain tensor

As we explained above, we want to look at the deformation and strain of the heart in certain
points. One way to obtain deformation and strain information from tMRI images is to use
the FADE algorithm [2][3]. The main principle of this method is that we compare two states
of the heart. With those two states we can calculate the deformation tensor which is a linear
mapping of the deformation of a material point p in the heart. To do this we take the tissue
configuration at two moments, t1 and t2 with t2 > t1. We call these configurations Vt1 and
Vt2. We take p(t1) ∈ Vt1 and an infinitely small neighbourhood. Then we take a vector ξ1
which connects p(t1) with some point in its neighbourhood. In the deformation configuration
(p(t1), ξ1) is mapped to (p(t2), ξ2). The deformation tensor is the linear mapping F such that:

ξ2 = Fξ1

In the neighbourhood we can interpret the tag pattern at t1 as a constant frequency pattern.
At t2 the frequency pattern is deformed relative to the tissue configuration. In figure 2 we
visualize the vector ξ, the frequency ω and the deformation tensor F . We represent the vector
ξ as an arrow and the frequency covector ω as dashed lines with the same distance in-between.
The normal is in the direction of the frequency and the space between the lines is inversely
proportional to the frequency magnitude.

Figure 2: The deformation of V(t1) to V(t2). The image from Bruurmijn et al[2].

Now we are going to look at the Kronecker tensor 〈ω, ξ〉 ∈ R. This can be seen as the
number of ω-lines that are cut by ξ. The number of lines that are cut remains constant so:
〈ω1, ξ1〉 = 〈ω2, ξ2〉. This is because the lines are an property of the material points. So if we
have three points: two which give no signal (black points on the tMRI image) and one, which
gives a signal between those two points. When those two points, which don’t give a signal,
come closer to each other, the last point will stay between them. Because the dashed lines
represent the black lines of the tMRI image it’s clear that the number of lines that are cut
remains the same. This means that ω2 = F−1ω1

Lemma 1. ω2 = F−1ω1

Proof. First we take ω1 = ω1ie
i, ξ1 = ξj1ej with ei basic covectors and ej basic vectors. Then:

〈ω2, ξ2〉 = 〈F−1ω1, F ξ1〉 = F−1F 〈ω1, ξ1〉 = δij〈ω1ie
i, ξj1ei〉 = 〈ω1ie

i, ξi1ei〉 = 〈ω1, ξ1〉
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With δij=

{
1 if i=j
0 otherwise

We use the deformation tensor to describe the deformation of the heart. The deformation
tensor describes the deformation of the vector ξ at time step t1 to this vector at t2. It
is possible to track a point with MRI, but the advantage of using FADE is that this isn’t
needed. Therefore we use the fact that we start with a tag pattern at t = 0 where the
frequency covector is everywhere the same. Then, because 〈ω1, ξ1〉 = 〈ω2, ξ2〉, we can get:
ωt = ω0F

−1. Now we don’t have to take into account that we have to take the same material
point, but we can take the frequency magnitude of the first frame.
ωt = ω0F

−1 must hold for every tag direction, so we get the following system of equations:

Ωt = Ω0F
−1, with Ω =

[
ω1

ω2

]
(1)

, where ω1 is the frequency covector for the image with horizontal tag and ω2 for the vertical
tag. Then we get:

F = Ω−1
t Ω0 (2)

Then with the deformation tensor we can calculate the strain tensor[2]:

E =
1

2
(F TF − I) (3)

This deformation tensor describes the deformation of the heart. For example when the tissue
doesn’t deform, the deformation tensor will be the identity matrix and the strain tensor will
be the Null matrix. When someone with no mathematical background has to understand the
tensors it’s important to visualize it in an intuitive manner. In the next section we describe
current way in which the strain tensor is visualized and explain what are the downsides of
this approach. Also we will introduce a new way to visualize the strain tensor.

5 Visualisation of tensors

To interpret the information of the strain tensor easily it is very important to visualize the
strain tensor in an intuitive way.
The current way of representing the strain tensor is to extract the circumferential strain (Ecc),
radial strain (Err) and shear strain (Ecr). These parts are calculated at the following way:

Ecc = êTc Eêc, Err = êTr Eêr, Ecr = êTc Eêr

, with êr and êc local unit radial respectively circumferential basis vectors. Every point p
in the heart has his own direction of radial and circumferential basic vectors. The direction
of the radial basic vector is the same as the direction of the line trough the midpoint of the
heart and p in which you are interested. The direction of the circumferential basic vector is,
as you imagine a circle with the midpoint the same as the midpoint of the heart and trough
p, the same direction as the tangent on that circle(see figure 3).
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Figure 3: The directions of the circumferential and radial strain of a certain point of the
heart.

The values of the different parts are coded with colors, which is shown in figure 4[3].

Figure 4: Visualisation of the strain tensor using circumferential, radial and shear strains.

When we use this method we only look at three directions, but the heart is a muscle that
contract in total and not only in three directions. That’s why we are looking for a way to
visualize the strain in the heart in every direction. To reach that we are trying to use glyphs.
Earlier, there were some methods to make a glyph but they were only for positive definite (i.e.
the tensor has only positive eigenvalues). The problem was that the tensors we use aren’t
always positive definite. However, our tensors are symmetric.
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Lemma 2. The strain tensor is symmetric.

Proof.

Let F =

[
a b
c d

]
Then F T =

[
a c
b d

]
Then

1

2

(
F ∗ F T − I

)
=

1

2

([
a b
c d

] [
a c
b d

]
− I
)

=
1

2

([
a2 + b2 ac+ bd
ac+ bd c2 + d2

]
− I
)

=

[
a2+b2−1

2
ac+bd−1

2
ac+bd−1

2
c2+d2−1

2

]

And this is a symmetric matrix.

So we need a method to visualize a symmetric tensor of which we don’t know whether the
eigenvalues are positive, negative or both.
Therefore we have chosen to use Reynold Glyphs [6]. The tensor is designed in such a way
that the symmetry of the tensor will hold in the glyph. Furthermore, the glyph is continuous
and disambigu. This means, when the tensor changes a bit, the glyph changes a bit:

D1 ≈ D2 ⇔ Appearance(G(D1)) ≈ Appearance(G(D2))[6]

D1 6= D2 ⇔ Appearance(G(D1)) 6= Appearance(G(D2))[6]

Here is D the tensor and G(D) the Glyph of D.
As far as we know this is the first time that Reynold Glyphs are used to visualize cardiac
strains. In the next chapter we will make a Reynold Glyph and after that we will apply them
to cardiac strain.

6 Reynold Glyph

Before we explain how the Glyph works and what it looks like, we give an example of a strain
tensor. We will calculate the strain tensor of the point with the red dot as seen in figure 5
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Figure 5: The red dot is the point of interest

We calculate first ω for the two tag directions and for the first time frame and the 8th
time frame. We choose this time frame because this is the end of the systole[8] The values of
the ω’s are found in table 1 (for the code used for the calculations, see Appendix A).

ωh0 {77.5336, 32.0969}
ωh8 {75.9875,86.0063}
ωv0 {21.9818,77.8775}
ωv8 {2.00345, 74.0184}

Table 1: Values of ω

From these frequencies, we can calculate the strain tensor as explained in 4.

Ω8 =

[
75.9875 86.0063
2.00345 74.0184

]
and Ω0 =

[
77.5336 32.0969
21.9818 77.8775

]
1

Then:

Ω−1
t =

[
0, 013576 −0, 0157747

−0, 000367459 0, 0139371

]
So now we can calculate the deformation tensor:

F =

[
0, 013576 −0, 0157747

−0, 000367459 0, 0139371

]
·
[
77.5336 32.0969
21.9818 77.8775

]
=

[
1.05259 −0.50632

−0.00807742 1.08539

]
2

and the strain tensor:

E =
1

2

([
1.05259 −0.00807742
−0.50632 1.08539

] [
1.05259 −0.50632

−0.00807742 1.08539

]
− I
)

=

[
0.0539776 0.00204488
0.00204488 0.0890332

]
3
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Now we can calculate the basis vectors of that point so we can visualize the tensor using Ecc,
Err and Ecr.
The radial basis vector is the normalized direction vector of the line between the centre en
the point of interest. In this case the centre is {42.8464,47.6399} and the point of interest
{70,25} so the radial basis vector is:

êr = Normalize[{70, 25} − {42.8464, 47.6399}] = {0.768056,−0.640383}

Then the circumferential basis vector is the vector perpendicular to the radial vector. So we
can switch the two numbers of the radial vector and give one of them a minus:

êc = {0.640383, 0.768056}

Now we can calculate the values of Ecc ,Err and Ecr:

Ecc = [0.640383, 0.768056]

[
0.0539776 0.00204488
0.00204488 0.0890332

] [
0.640383
0.768056

]
= 0.0766688

Err = [0.768056,−0.640383]

[
0.0539776 0.00204488
0.00204488 0.0890332

] [
0.768056
−0.640383

]
= 0.06283

Ecr = [0.640383, 0.768056]

[
0.0539776 0.00204488
0.00204488 0.0890332

] [
0.768056
−0.640383

]
= −0.0168744

Then the values are calculated per point and colour coded like you see in figure 4. The
colorscale of Ecc and Ecr are from −0.2 to 0.2 and the colorscale of Err is from −0.4 tot 0.4.
This way of visualizing is not very intüıtive because you have to compare the three pictures
to get some information. Now we know how it used to be we can make the Reynold glyph.
The Reynold Glyph is defined as follows [6]:

G(E) = {(vTEv)v|‖v‖ = 1} (4)

So we take the vector v =

(
sin(t)
cos(t)

)
and plot:

((
cos(t) sin(t)

)
E

(
cos(t)
sin(t)

))(
cos(t)
sin(t)

)
(5)

With 0 ≤ t < 2π.

The color of the Reynold Glyph will depend on the eigenvalues of the strain tensor. When
the strain tensor is positive-definite, the glyph is blue. When the strain tensor is negative-
definite the glyph is red. The glyph is orange when it’s neither positive or negative-definite.

Now first we will give some examples of strains with and show how the Reynold glyph
looks, and then we will show how the Reynold glyph looks for our example. In figure 6
the Reynold glyphs are shown for the ”identity” 6(a)(nothing happens), ”only stretch”6(b),
”compressing and stretching”6(c), ”shear”6(d), ”shear and compression”6(e) and ”negative
compressions and stretchting”6(f). We also show what happens to a rectangle in these cases
so it’s better understood what this all means.
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(a) An image of what happens
with a rectangle when it remains
the same and the corresponding
Reynold glyph.

(b) An image of what happens
with a rectangle when there is
only stretch and the corresponding
Reynold glyph.

(c) An image of what happens with
a rectangle when it is compressed
and stretched and the correspond-
ing Reynold glyph.

(d) An image of what happens
with a rectangle there is only shear
and the corresponding Reynold
glyph.

(e) An image of what happens with
a rectangle when there is shear and
compression and the corresponding
Reynold glyph.

(f) An image of what happens with
a rectangle when there is negative
compression and strechting and the
corresponding Reynold glyph.

Figure 6: On the left of every sub-figure the original rectangle is shown in grey and it’s new
appearance in black. The right part of every sub-figure you see the corresponding Reynold
glyph.

Now we will make the Reynold glyph of the straintensor we calculated before. The Reynold
Glyph looks like this:

Figure 7: Reynold Glyph of a strain tensor

When we look at the Reynold glyph, we see that, in the direction of the radial and
circumferential strain, the norm of the glyph is the same as Err respectively Ecc (see figure
8). In comparison with figure 6(b) we see that the heart is stretching at our point of interest.
But our glyph has been rotated, so this is where we can see the shear in our Reynold glyphs.
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So there is at least as much information in the Reynold glyph as in the old way of visualization.

Figure 8: Reynold Glyph of a strain tensor with the radial and circumferential strain

7 Methodology

Now that we know how to make a Reynold Glyph, we can look whether we can use it for
cardiac strain. For that we use a sample of a volunteer. When we make a Reynold Glyph of
every point in the heart, it takes a lot of time and then we will have a lot of glyphs and, as a
result of that, we will loose track.
Therefore we will divide the heart in 6 pieces, following the AHA-model[7]. This means we
first divide the heart in two pieces. The separation points are the places where the left cham-
ber is attached to the right chamber. After that, we divide the septum (the part closest to
the right chamber) in two equal parts and the other part in four equal parts9.

Figure 9: The heart devided in six pieces following the AHA model[7]

Besides the heart of the volunteer, we also have a sample of a pig with a known infarct
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region. We can look to the pig heart because the tissue of a pig looks nearly like the human
heart. We know that the infarct region is at section three (see figure 9) of the pig heart.
Therefore we will first do the same as for the human heart (i.e. deviding the heart in six
parts) following with dividing section three in twelve pieces. Then we will calculate the strain
tensor for the twelve pieces. We will do this by calculating the frequency of every point in
those area and get the mean per area. In figure 9 you can see section three divided in twelve
pieces. On that same picture is also a red circle which will indicates the infarct region.

Figure 10: The under left corner of the left chamber devided in twelve parts. The red circle
is the infarcted area.

Now we will make for every part a Reynold glyph. We will use the method as described
in section 6 with ωht and ωvt are the means of all the frequencies of a certain part at time
t. Because we also want to see the Reynold glyphs of a healthy part of the pig heart we will
also make the Reynold glyphs of the part opposite to section three9.
To get enough information of the glyphs we will take for both three time frames. In case of
the volunteer it will be the sixth, the twelfth and the twenty-first. This is because the twelfth
time frame is the time that the heart is fully contracted (end of systole). At the other two
time frames is the heart half way of contracting or relaxing. On the other hand, for the pig,
we will take the fourth, the eighth and the thirteenth time frame for the same reasons as for
the human heart.

8 Results

In figure 12 and 11 the Reynold Glyphs of the human heart and respectively the pig heart
are shown. The L and R in the figures stands for left and right. This is switched because at
the heart, left and right is seen from the patient. This is very common for medical images.
When we talk about left and right we will, from now on, follow the left and right as stated in
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the figures.

(a) Reynold glyphs of the human
heart half-way the systole (time
frame 6). All plotted from -1 to
1.

(b) Reynold glyphs of the human
heart at the end of the systole (time
fram 12). All plotted from -10 to
10.

(c) Reynold glyphs of the human
heart half-way the diastole (time
frame 21). All plotted from -1 to
1.

Figure 11: Reynold Glyphs of the human heart. Places where the Reynold Glyph misses is
the Reynold glyph to big to fit in the window of the plot.
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(a) Reynold glyphs of the pig heart
half-way the systole (time frame 4).
All plotted from -1 to 1.

(b) Reynold glyphs of the pig heart
at the end of the systole (time
frame 8). All plotted from -1 to
1.

(c) Reynold glyphs of the pig heart
half-way the diastole (time frame
12). All plotted from -1 to 1.

Figure 12: Reynold Glyphs of the pig heart. Places where the Reynold Glyph misses is the
Reynold glyph to big to fit in the window of the plot.

At the human heart we see that, when we compare figure 11(a) and 11(b), that the glyphs
are much bigger. They grew a lot and the shapes changed a bit but stayed almost the same.
Some of them are so big that they couldn’t fit the size of the plot. On the other hand, when
we compare figure 11(b) with figure 11(c), you see that the glyphs are shrunken again. Also
the eigenvalues of most of the strain tensors are changed. When we compare this to the pig
heart we see a whole different thing. The glyphs grow a lot less than by the human heart.
When we look to figure 12(a) and 12(b), we see that the glyphs in the right under part are
almost don’t change. There are two that grew a bit, and those are the two that are closest to
the infarct region (The bottom two of the outer ring). Also, in contradiction to the human
heart, there are three glyphs in figure 12(b) that are nearly isotropic (see figure 13). Those
three are on the infarct region. We see that the glyphs on the outer ring on the left side of the
pig heart (this is the healthy part) do grow. Beside that, the eigenvalues are different from
the human heart. The glyphs of the heart in figure 11(a) are nearly all blue, which means
that the strain has positive eigenvalues. On the other hand, the glyphs in figure 12(a) we
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Figure 13: The three glyphs that are made of the infarct region.

see a few red and orange glyphs. The same, when we compare figure 11(b) and figure 12(c).
When we look at figure 11(c) and figure 12(c), we see that the upper left corner looks, qua
colour, almost the same. On the other hand, the under right corner of the pig heart is nearly
totally blue, and the under right corner of the human heart isn’t.

9 Discussion and future research

In section 8 we saw that there are a lot of differences between the healthy human heart and
the pig heart with the infarct region. We think, the most important things are that the
glyphs barely grow in the infarct region, and that they are nearly isotropic. These changes
can be caused by the infarct region but it can be that it is caused by other differences since
we compare a pig with a human heart unless they are very similar to each other. That means
that also the contraction pattern should be similar. Therefore we can’t say for sure if these
differences are enough to be able to use these glyphs for cardiac strain but we think it surely
has potential. In the future, more heart have to be compared, preferably all human. First
it’s important to compare healthy hearts so it’s clear how the glyphs should look. After that
we can look if it’s true that the glyphs in the infarct region indeed show the differences we
have seen by the pig heart. Before that is done, we can’t say for sure that it’s useful to use
Reynold glyphs to describe cardiac strain.
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10 Conclusion

It may be possible to use Reynold glyphs to visualise cardiac strain. In this project we
experimented with a pig heart with a known infarct region and a healthy human heart. We
saw that the glyphs in the infarct region are nearly isotropic, in contradiction to all the other
glyphs. Also, we saw that the glyphs don’t change much during contraction. To know for
sure if we can use these kind of glyphs, further research has to be done.
When this works eventually, then this can hopefully locate a heart infarct in a very early
state, so this will prevent a lot of people from dying of a heart attack.
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Appendix A
Init

Quiet[Needs["MathVisionTools`"]]

Quiet[Needs["CyclicCubicSpline`"]]

Quiet[Needs["GaborAnalysis3D`"]]

MathVisionTools

©2008 Biomedical Image-Analysis, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, the Netherlands

This Mathematica add-on, version 3.2 (November 14th, 2010) is for academic use only.

Please, contact Dr. Markus van Almsick or Prof. Bart ter Haar Romeny for bug reports and commer-

cial use.

(*SetOptions[RasterPlot,DataReversed→False];*)

Calculate Nine-neighbourhood

(*In this part, you can calculate the nine-

neighbourhood. This is the average of the point of interest

and the eigth points closest to the point of interest. *)

http://www.mathvisiontools.net/
mailto:m.v.almsick@tue.nl
mailto:B.M.terhaarRomeny@tue.nl


nineNeigbourhood[ω1_, ω2_, dim1_, dim2_, fourierFilter_] :=

Module{a, b, c, d, e, f, n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7, n8, n9, ω},

a = ω1;

b = ω2;

c = If[a - 1 < 1, dim1, a - 1]; (*a-1*)

d = If[a + 1 > dim1, 1, a + 1] ; (*a+1*)

e = If[b - 1 < 1, dim2, b - 1] ; (*b-1*)

f = If[b + 1 > dim2, 1, b + 1]; (*b+1*)

n1 = Norm[fourierFilter〚a, b〛]; (*(a,b)*)

n2 = Norm[fourierFilter〚c, b〛]; (*a-1,b*)

n3 = Norm[fourierFilter〚d, b〛]; (*a+1,b*)

n4 = Norm[fourierFilter〚a, e〛]; (*a,b-1*)

n5 = Norm[fourierFilter〚c, e〛]; (*a-1,b-1*)

n6 = Norm[fourierFilter〚d, e〛]; (*a+1,b-1*)

n7 = Norm[fourierFilter〚a, f〛]; (*a,b+1*)

n8 = Norm[fourierFilter〚c, f〛]; (*a-1,b+1*)

n9 = Norm[fourierFilter〚d, f〛]; (*a+1,b+1*)

ω = n1 * {a, b} + n2 * {c, b} + n3 * {d, b} + n4 * {a, e} + n5 * {c, e} + n6 * {d, e} +

n7 * {a, f} + n8 * {c, f} + n9 * {d, f}  n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + n8 + n9

Importing data

Pig

(*In this part we will import the MRI images and the masks.*)

(*{images,masks,ϕ,innerContour,outerContour,centers}=

Import[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"Pig","Set1_6_0.001+_images-ex.H5"}],

{"Datasets",{"images","masks","ϕ","innerContour","outerContour","centers"}}];

timesteps=Length@images;

imagesize=Last@Dimensions@images;*)

(*startFrame=1;

pointList=

Import[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"Pig","Dier1-imagefiles-ex.h5"}],

{"Datasets",{"contour"}}];*)

(*volunteerSequence=images;

maskVolunteer=masks;*)
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Volunteer

{images, masks, ϕ, innerContour, outerContour, centers} = Import[FileNameJoin[

{NotebookDirectory[], "Volunteer", "1_MID_0.001#_images.H5"}], {"Datasets",

{"images", "masks", "ϕ", "innerContour", "outerContour", "centers"}}];

timesteps = Length@images;

imagesize = Last@Dimensions@images;

startFrame = 1;

Get[FileNameJoin[

{NotebookDirectory[], "Volunteer", "1_MID_manual_spline_contour_points.mx"}]];

volunteerSequence = images;

maskVolunteer = masks;

Initializing variables

{dim1, dim2} = Dimensions@volunteerSequence[[1, 1]];

onderZwart = TableIfi < dim1  2, 1, 0, {i, dim1}, {j, dim2};

rechtsZwart = TableIfj < dim2  2, 1, 0, {i, dim1}, {j, dim2};

sigma = 0.08 ;
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Calculate ω

(*This part is a Module that will calculate ω*)

ω[y_, x_, timeframe_, tagrichting_] := Module{gaborFilter, zerofilter, filter,

fourierFilter, ω, n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7, n8, n9, a, b, c, d, e, f},

gaborFilter = RotateRightTableGaussianWindow[u, sigma]

GaussianWindow[v, sigma], v, -1 - 1  dim1, 1 - 2  dim1, 2  dim1,

u, -1 - 1  dim2, 1 - 2  dim1, 2  dim2, y - dim1  2, x - dim2  2;

zerofilter = 1 - DiskMatrix[9, Dimensions@

volunteerSequence[[timeframe, tagrichting]]];

filter = gaborFilter * volunteerSequence[[timeframe, tagrichting]];

fourierFilter = Fourier[filter];

ω = First@PositionRotateLeftzerofilter

MapNorm, If[tagrichting ⩵ 1, onderZwart, rechtsZwart] * RotateRight

fourierFilter, Dimensions@filter  2, {2}, Dimensions@filter  2, Max

Flattenzerofilter MapNorm, If[tagrichting == 1, onderZwart, rechtsZwart]

RotateRightfourierFilter, Dimensions@filter  2, {2};

ω = nineNeigbourhood[ω〚1〛, ω〚2〛, dim1, dim2, fourierFilter];

ω = {ω〚1〛, ω〚2〛}

;

maskPoints = Map[Position[#, 1] &, maskVolunteer, {1}];

pointLijst = maskPoints〚1〛;

ωhor0 = Mean[ω[#〚1〛, #〚2〛, 1, 1] & /@ pointLijst]

{66.5236, 29.4084}

ωver0 = Mean[ω[#〚1〛, #〚2〛, 1, 2] & /@ pointLijst]

{33.141, 67.1442}

Mean ω

ωmean[mask_, timeframe_, tagrichting_] :=

Mean[ω[#〚1〛, #〚2〛, timeframe, tagrichting] & /@ mask]

Reynold Glyph
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strain[mask_, timeframe_] :=

Module{sigma, dim1, dim2, dim3, dim4, gaborFilterv, gaborFilterh, zerofilter,

filterv, filterh, fourierFilterv, fourierFilterh, , ωh, ωv, Ω0, Ω10, InvΩ10, F},

ωh = ωmean[mask, timeframe, 1];

ωv = ωmean[mask, timeframe, 2];

Ω0 = {ωhor0, ωver0};

Ω10 = {ωh, ωv};

InvΩ10 = Inverse[Ω10];

F = InvΩ10 * Ω0;

1  2 * Transpose[F] F - IdentityMatrix[2]



glyph[Strain_, min_, max_] := Module[{v, R, P},

v[a_] := {Cos[a], Sin[a]};

R[a_] := (v[a].Strain.v[a]) v[a];

P = ParametricPlot[{R[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi}, Axes → True, PlotRange → {min, max},

PlotStyle → If[Eigenvalues[Strain]〚1〛 > 0 && Eigenvalues[Strain]〚2〛 > 0, Blue,

If[Eigenvalues[Strain]〚1〛 < 0 && Eigenvalues[Strain]〚2〛 < 0, Red, Orange]]]]

Making Masks

Calculate rest

surfacePointList =

Map[First, Map[Tally[CyclicSpline2D[#, .5], {#1〚1〛, #1〚2〛} ⩵ {#2〚1〛, #2〚2〛} &] &,

pointList〚All, startFrame ;; startFrame + timesteps - 1〛, {2}], {3}];

Dimensions[%24]

{2, 18, 159, 2}

The starting point and order can be found from the contours.Just take the first and second point and 

make an arrow.

startInner = pointList〚2, 1, 1 ;; 2〛;

startOuter = pointList〚1, 1, 1 ;; 2〛;

Kiezen aanhechtingspunten hartkamer

pointListAnt = Table[0, {(Dimensions@images)〚1〛}];

pointListPost = Table[0, {(Dimensions@images)〚1〛}];
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DynamicModule[{pointA, pointP, frame},

Button["Save", pointListAnt〚frame〛 = pointA;

pointListPost〚frame〛 = pointP]

Manipulate[

frame = f;

pointA = pa;

pointP = pp;

Show[{RasterPlot[images〚f, 1〛, ImageSize → 400, DataReversed → True], Graphics[

{Red, PointSize[.02], Point[pa], Yellow, PointSize[.02], Point[pp]}]}],

{f, 1, (Dimensions@images)〚1〛, 1},

{{pa, {20, 20}}, Locator},

{{pp, {40, 60}}, Locator}

]

]

Save
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Dynamic[pointListPost]

Dynamic[pointListAnt]
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Rotatiematrix

rotatiematrix[phi_] := {{Cos[phi], -Sin[phi]}, {Sin[phi], Cos[phi]}}

Choose block/segment settings (manual action required)

InterMediateContoursByRadii[endoflatPointList_,

epiflatPointList_, nrContours_, contResolution_] :=

Module{in, out, ctr, inAngles, outAngles, inOutPairs, radiiPoints},

in = First[Transpose[Tally[CyclicSpline2D[endoflatPointList, 2 contResolution],

Round[#1, .01] ⩵ Round[#2, .01] &]]];

out = First[Transpose[Tally[CyclicSpline2D[epiflatPointList, contResolution],

Round[#1, .01] ⩵ Round[#2, .01] &]]];

ctr = Mean[epiflatPointList];

inAngles = Map[ArcTan @@ (# - ctr) &, in];

outAngles = Map[ArcTan @@ (# - ctr) &, out];

inOutPairs = MapIndexed[

{#2〚1〛,

Position[Abs[outAngles - #], Min[Abs[outAngles - #]]]〚1, 1〛}

&, inAngles];

radiiPoints = {in〚#〚1〛〛, out〚#〚2〛〛} & /@ inOutPairs;

Map

Table#〚1〛- i (Subtract @@ #), i, 0, 1, 1  nrContours + 1 &, radiiPoints



(*CreateDialog[

{TextCell["De segment meteen links (boven) van de rode lijn is het eerste

segment. Vervolgens wordt er tegen de klok in geteld.

Controleer even of er ergens een Reverse zit bij de segments,

want dan is de telling dus de andere kant op.

Het rode lijntje moet bij het pijltje beginnen."],*)
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ahamodel[i_, nrBaseSegments_, segResolution_, rad_, nrContours_, contResolution_] :=

Module{epiflatPointList, endoflatPointList, segments, angleIncr,

midPoints, ctr, graphicsOffset, phi, contourResolution, radius,

nrOfBaseSegments, segmentResolution, nrOfSegments, nrOfMidContours,

aanhechtingsPuntPos, aanhechtingsPuntAnt, middenAntPos,

kwartAntPosMidden, helftAntPosMidden, driekwartAntPosMidden},

epiflatPointList = Partition[Flatten[surfacePointList〚1, i〛], 2];

endoflatPointList = Partition[Flatten[surfacePointList〚2, i〛], 2];

(*in=First[Transpose[

Tally[CyclicSpline2D[endoflatPointList,.1],Round[#1,.01]⩵Round[#2,.01]&]]];

out=First[Transpose[Tally[CyclicSpline2D[epiflatPointList,.05],

Round[#1,.01]⩵Round[#2,.01]&]]];*)

graphicsOffset = .5;

ctr = Mean[epiflatPointList] + graphicsOffset;

midPoints = Transpose[

InterMediateContoursByRadii[

endoflatPointList, epiflatPointList, nrContours, contResolution]];

midPoints += graphicsOffset;

phi = ϕ;

contourResolution = contResolution;

radius = rad;

nrOfBaseSegments = nrBaseSegments;

segmentResolution = segResolution;

nrOfSegments = 2^segResolution - 1 nrBaseSegments;

nrOfMidContours = nrContours;

aanhechtingsPuntPos = pointListPost〚i〛;

aanhechtingsPuntAnt = pointListAnt〚i〛;

middenAntPos = 2 * (aanhechtingsPuntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix-1  2

VectorAngle[aanhechtingsPuntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

kwartAntPosMidden = (middenAntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix

-1  4 VectorAngle[middenAntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

helftAntPosMidden = (middenAntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix

-1  2 VectorAngle[middenAntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

driekwartAntPosMidden = (middenAntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix

-3  4 VectorAngle[middenAntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

angleIncr = Range0, 179.9, 360  (nrOfSegments);

GraphicsColumn[{

RasterPlot[images〚i, 1〛, DataReversed → True,

Epilog → {{Text[Style["Posterior", White], Scaled[{.5, .95}]],

Text[Style["Anterior", White], Scaled[{.5, .05}]]},
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{PointSize[0.02], Red, Point[ctr + graphicsOffset]},

(*{Thickness[0.005],Red,

Line[Reverse/@CyclicSpline2D[epiflatPointList,0.05]]},

{Thickness[0.005],Green,Line[Reverse/@

CyclicSpline2D[endoflatPointList,0.05]]},*)

{Thickness[0.003], Yellow, Line[Append[#, First[#]]] & /@ midPoints},

{Thickness[0.005], {Orange,

Line[{aanhechtingsPuntPos, ctr}]},

{Orange, Line[{aanhechtingsPuntAnt, ctr}]},

{Orange, Line[{middenAntPos, ctr}]},

{Yellow, Line[{kwartAntPosMidden, ctr}]},

{Yellow, Line[{helftAntPosMidden, ctr}]},

{Yellow, Line[{driekwartAntPosMidden, ctr}]}

}

}, ImageSize → 400]

}

]



(*

"Movie settings",{{i,1,"Frame number"},1,timesteps,1},

Delimiter,"Show options",

{{showSegmentLines,True,"Show segment lines"},{True,False}},

{{showRadLines,False,"Show radial lines"},{True,False}},

Delimiter,"Segment settings",

{{nrBaseSegments,4,"Number of base segments"},

{4,6,32,60,90,180,360},Enabled→showSegmentLines},

{{segResolution,1,"Radial segment resolution"},1,10,1,Enabled→showSegmentLines},

{{ϕ,2,"Rotation angle"},360,0,-1,Enabled→showSegmentLines},

{{rad,38,"Radius Length"},10,50,1,Enabled→showSegmentLines},

Delimiter,"Intermediate contours",

{{nrContours,2,"Number of intermediate contours"},0,25,1},

{{contResolution,.05,"Contour resolution"},0.05,1,0.05,Enabled→showRadLines},

ContinuousAction→False](*

DefaultButton["Done",DialogReturn[]]}];*)*)

(*ListAnimate[RasterPlot/@(masks images)〚All,1〛]*)
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ahamodel[1, 4, 1, 38, 2, .05]

1 20 40 60 80
1

20

40

60

80

Posterior

Anterior

richtingsCoefficient[punt1_, punt2_] :=

Module{}, punt1〚2〛- punt2〚2〛  punt1〚1〛- punt2〚1〛

b[punt1_, punt2_] := Module[{},

punt2〚2〛- richtingsCoefficient[punt1, punt2] * punt2〚1〛]

maskMaker[i_, eentweedrieofvier_, infarct_] :=

Module{aanhechtingsPuntAnt, aanhechtingsPuntPos, middenAntPos,

kwartAntPosMidden, helftAntPosMidden, driekwartAntPosMidden,

epiflatPointList, ctr, graphicsOffset, a1, b1, a2, b2, masker},

epiflatPointList = Partition[Flatten[surfacePointList〚1, i〛], 2];

graphicsOffset = .5;

ctr = Mean[epiflatPointList] + graphicsOffset;

aanhechtingsPuntPos = pointListPost〚i〛;

aanhechtingsPuntAnt = pointListAnt〚i〛;

middenAntPos = (aanhechtingsPuntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix-1  2

VectorAngle[aanhechtingsPuntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

kwartAntPosMidden = (middenAntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix

-1  4 VectorAngle[middenAntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;
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helftAntPosMidden = (middenAntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix

-1  2 VectorAngle[middenAntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

driekwartAntPosMidden = (middenAntPos - ctr).rotatiematrix

-3  4 VectorAngle[middenAntPos - ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt - ctr] + ctr;

If[eentweedrieofvier == 1,

a1 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, middenAntPos];

b1 = b[ctr, middenAntPos];

a2 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, kwartAntPosMidden];

b2 = b[ctr, kwartAntPosMidden];

masker = Reverse[Table[ If[infarct ⩵ 1, If[y ≤ a1 * x + b1 && y > a2 * x + b2, 1, 0],

If[y ≥ a1 * x + b1 && y < a2 * x + b2, 1, 0]], {y, imagesize}, {x, imagesize}]];

masker

,

If[eentweedrieofvier ⩵ 2,

a1 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, kwartAntPosMidden];

b1 = b[ctr, kwartAntPosMidden];

a2 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, helftAntPosMidden];

b2 = b[ctr, helftAntPosMidden];

masker = Reverse[Table[ If[infarct ⩵ 1, If[y ≤ a1 * x + b1 && y > a2 * x + b2, 1, 0],

If[y ≥ a1 * x + b1 && y < a2 * x + b2, 1, 0]], {y, imagesize}, {x, imagesize}]];

masker

,

If[eentweedrieofvier ⩵ 3,

a1 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, helftAntPosMidden];

b1 = b[ctr, helftAntPosMidden];

a2 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, driekwartAntPosMidden];

b2 = b[ctr, driekwartAntPosMidden];

masker = Reverse[Table[ If[infarct ⩵ 1, If[y ≤ a1 * x + b1 && y > a2 * x + b2, 1, 0],

If[y ≥ a1 * x + b1 && y < a2 * x + b2, 1, 0]], {y, imagesize}, {x, imagesize}]];

masker

,

a1 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, driekwartAntPosMidden];

b1 = b[ctr, driekwartAntPosMidden];

a2 = richtingsCoefficient[ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt];

b2 = b[ctr, aanhechtingsPuntAnt];

masker = Reverse[Table[ If[infarct ⩵ 1, If[y ≤ a1 * x + b1 && y > a2 * x + b2, 1, 0],

If[y ≥ a1 * x + b1 && y < a2 * x + b2, 1, 0]], {y, imagesize}, {x, imagesize}]];

masker

]

]

]
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ContourMasksHD[points_] := Module{},

Block{masks, ringmasks},

(* This mask is masks from import, but is reversed in y direction. *)

masks = Map

ReverseMap1 - CeilingFirst[#]  255 &, Rasterize[

Graphics[Polygon[#], PlotRange → {{1, imagesize}, {1, imagesize}}],

ImageSize → {imagesize, imagesize}]〚1, 1〛, {2} &, points, {2};

ringmasks = Map[Table[#〚i〛- #〚i - 1〛, {i, 2, Length[#]}] &, masks](*

1-MapCeilingFirst#255&,ringmasks,{2};*)



;

midContourPoints[nrOfMidContours_] := Table[Transpose[

InterMediateContoursByRadii[Partition[Flatten[surfacePointList〚2, i〛], 2],

Partition[Flatten[surfacePointList〚1, i〛], 2],

nrOfMidContours, .025]], {i, 1, timesteps}];

contourMasksHD = ContourMasksHD[midContourPoints[2]];

Uiteindelijk masker

(*linksnaar rechts is {1,2,3} en bovennaaronder is {1,2,3,4}*)

uiteindelijkMasker[linksnaarrechts_, bovennaaronder_, timeframe_, infarct_] :=

Module[{}, maskMaker[timeframe, bovennaaronder, infarct] *

contourMasksHD〚timeframe, linksnaarrechts〛];

masker[linksnaarrechts_, bovennaaronder_, timeframe_, infarct_] :=

Module[{}, Map[Position[#, 1] &, {uiteindelijkMasker[

linksnaarrechts, bovennaaronder, timeframe, infarct]}, {1}]〚1〛];

Renold Glyph maken van specifiek gedeelte

Results

de input van strain is een masker en een timeframe. Het masker heeft de volgende input:

van buiten naar binnen {1,2,3}

van boven naar onder {1,2,3,4}

timeframe {1,timesteps}

infarct of niet {1,0}. De 1 geeft het gebied linksonder (met infarct) en een 0 het gebied 

rechtsboven (zonder infarct)
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maskers = Table[masker[depth, segment, f, region],

{depth, 3}, {segment, 4}, {f, timesteps}, {region, 2}];

str = MapIndexed[strain[#1, #2〚3〛] &, maskers, {4}];

Max@str

DumpSave[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "strainsVolunteer.mx"}], str];

DumpSave[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "MasksVolunteer.mx"}], masker];

(*DumpSave[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"strainsPig.mx"}],str];

DumpSave[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"MasksPig.mx"}],masker];*)

Get[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "strainsVolunteer.mx"}]];

Get[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "MasksVolunteer.mx"}]];

(*Get[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"strainsPig.mx"}]];

Get[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"MasksPig.mx"}]];*)
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abstractHeart[t_, size_, min_, max_, str_, text_] := Module[{},

Graphics[{Circle[{0, 0}, 1], Circle[{0, 0}, 0.7], Circle[{0, 0}, .4],

EdgeForm[Thick], White, Disk[{0, 0}, .1], FontSize → 20, Black,

Text["Posterior", {0, 1.1}], Text["Anterior", {0, -1.1}],

Text["L", {1.1, 0}], Text["R", {-1.1, 0}], Text[text, {0, 1.3}],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 1, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.85, 0}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 1, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.55, 0}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 1, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.25, 0}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 2, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.75, -0.4}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 2, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.45, -0.3}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 2, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.2, -0.15}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 3, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.5, -0.7}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 3, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.27, -0.5}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 3, t, 1〛, min, max], {-0.12, -0.23}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 4, t, 1〛, min, max], {0, -0.85}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 4, t, 1〛, min, max], {0, -0.55}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 4, t, 1〛, min, max], {0, -0.25}, {0, 0}, size]

,

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 1, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.85, 0}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 1, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.55, 0}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 1, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.25, 0}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 2, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.75, 0.4}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 2, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.45, 0.3}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 2, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.2, 0.15}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 3, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.5, 0.7}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 3, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.27, 0.5}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 3, t, 2〛, min, max], {0.12, 0.23}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚1, 4, t, 2〛, min, max], {0, 0.85}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚2, 4, t, 2〛, min, max], {0, 0.55}, {0, 0}, size],

Inset[glyph[str〚3, 4, t, 2〛, min, max], {0, 0.25}, {0, 0}, size]}]]

Maken images

abstractHeart[4, 0.5, -1, 1, strpig, "Pig timeframe 4"]

abstractHeart[8, 0.5, -1, 1, strpig, "Pig timeframe 8"]

abstractHeart[12, 0.5, -1, 1, strpig, "Pig timeframe 12"]

abstractHeart[6, 0.3, -10, 10, strvolunteer, "Volunteer timeframe 6"]

abstractHeart[12, 0.3, -10, 10, strvolunteer, "Volunteer timeframe 12" ]

abstractHeart[21, 0.3, -1, 1, strvolunteer, "Volunteer timeframe 21"]
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Posterior

Anterior

LR

Pig timeframe 4

Posterior

Anterior

LR

Pig timeframe 8
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Posterior

Anterior

LR

Pig timeframe 12

Posterior

Anterior

LR

Volunteer timeframe 6
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Posterior

Anterior

LR

Volunteer timeframe 12

Posterior

Anterior

LR

Volunteer timeframe 21

Berekenen E_{cc}, E_{rr} en E_{cr}
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epiflatPointListTest = Partition[Flatten[surfacePointList〚1, 8〛], 2];

centre = Mean[epiflatPointListTest];

radialVector = Normalize[{70, 25} - centre];

circumVector = Apply[{y, x}  {-x, y}, radialVector];

Etest = {{0.0539776, 0.00204488}, {0.00204488, 0.0890332}};

ecirc = circumVector.Etest.circumVector

erad = radialVector.Etest.circumVector

eshear = circumVector.Etest.radialVector
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